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skillingenglish.co.uk is a free online english
language tutor, with an english, maths,

biology, chemistry, physics, history,
geography and music tutor. learn using the

resources from the home page. use the
menus on the left to view your tutor lessons
and tests. use the links on the left to view

free resources for the topic you have
chosen. each lesson, test, and book offers a
phrase or word bank. search for the word in
the phrase and the tutor will say you how

many words, letters, and syllables are in the
word. we are in the midst of a major update
to our site. it has been a long project, but

we are finally done! if you have any
suggestion or issues, please do not hesitate
to contact us! we are listening to our users
and thanks for your feedback. welcome to

accueil! our goal is to provide a reliable
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website for teachers of english around the
world. because we do not have a large

amount of money, we cannot pay all our
teachers to write articles for us. if you want
to write an article, do not hesitate to send it
to us. easy math online offers free practice

lessons and tests for math, algebra, biology,
chemistry, physics, calculus, and geometry.
try our problems using the desktop version,
or test your math skills on your smartphone

or tablet. visit us for more free learning
resources! learn maths at home and for

free! our students have been enjoying high-
level maths exercises for many years, and
we wish to share this with you! easy math

online is for students and adults who wish to
have fun, yet achieve good results while

learning math. we have two learning
modes: desktop and mobile (app).

Efu Student's Book English For Beginner Levels
Free Download

this is a fantastic online site that allows you
to access free childrens books. the site is

already beautifully designed, which means
you dont have to update your themes or
coding again. it is jam-packed with over
1,000 gorgeous childrens books. you can
browse by month or by section. you can
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select the correct reading level for your
child and can even choose a topic. it is

awesome! as a teacher, you have a
responsibility to help your kids learn. if

there is a book you think your child will like
but isnt really in the curriculum, then why

not create a reading log that you can share
with your childs teacher? this is the lesson
at the back of the book. it is recommended

to make the book a part of your childs
homeschooling routine. 30 days free trial
offer! start learning early and teach your

children to read any book with this
revolutionary new language learning

method called story tracking! (instead of
memorizing the words and sentence

structures of a story your kids like to read, it
is better to understand the story! and that
can be achieved by tracking it.) the basic
english course helps prepare students for
the following year's courses. as the first

english course, this level is the only english
course required for college credit. students
taking the basic english course should be

able to read at a college-level level.
students taking english-12 should have the
ability to read at college-level when taking

the advanced english course. the test
includes a writing sample that includes a

short, complete essay and several questions
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on the essay. the three sections of the test
each have 30 multiple-choice questions; the

total test time is 60-75 minutes.
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